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The query length is limited to 70 characters Saudi Arabia Online slots are arguably the most popular of all game types at digital casinos. We’re pleased to say that – despite the country’s strict gambling laws – players in Saudi Arabia can also join in the fun. There are plenty of off-shore casino brands serving Saudi customers, and just about all of these
will provide online slots. Add all that together, and you get thousands of slots to choose between. In this article, you’ll learn not only the best online slots available in Saudi Arabia, but the top sites on which you can find them too. We’ll also explain the special offers you can use, give you advice on turning a profit, and more. How We Rank the Top
Online Slots Casinos Our top 10 ranking for Saudi Arabian casinos providing online slots were not thrown together at random. Instead they are the result of extensive testing and analysis, with these being five of the most important factors we considered. The more online slots a casino offers, the better. This will mean there’s a wide range of stake
sizes, themes, and game types to choose between, which – in turn – should ensure there’s something for everyone. We also analysed the quality of the slots being offered, of course, not just the quantity. An online casino should be easy to use from the very first time you log on. The slots themselves must be intuitively-arranged, and neatly divided into
appropriate subsections. A search function, to help you instantly find any specific games you’re looking for, is a big bonus here. We’ll get into this in more detail later, when we discuss RTP. For now though, rest assured that we’ve checked that all our recommended casinos give you a fair shot at turning a profit on their online slots. Ensuring each
brand was also fully licensed, by at least one regulatory body, was a big part of this. Regardless of their form, special offers should always help your money to go further. This can be done either via big-time welcome offers, or longer-term ongoing promotions which reward your loyalty. Either way, we like to see online slots bonuses which provide a
good return on investment, with those delivering free spins for slots users given priority. When both your real money and your personal details are on the line, you naturally want to ensure they’re being protected as effectively as possible. Online slots sites should provide a range of security measures to help with this, such as SSL encryption, firewallprotected servers, and regular independent audits. The aforementioned licenses, with a body such as the Malta Gaming Authority, can provide plenty of reassurance here. The Top 5 Sites for Real Money Slots Reviewed All of our 10 recommended sites will provide a great platform on which to enjoy online slots while you’re in Saudi Arabia. Let’s take
a closer look, however, at the five very best casinos at all for these games. 1 – BetFinal – 100% Match Up To $50 BetFinal might not be as well-known as some of the other brands on this list, but don’t let that put you off. Since 2013, it has grown to establish itself as one of the very best online slots sites around. There are a whopping 1,300+ online
slots to choose between here, meaning it would take you a very long time indeed to get bored. These are arranged very clearly, with a search function to help you easily find specific titles. Add in both cashback deals and other offers which grant you free spins, and it’s not hard to see what made BetFinal our number one pick. What we like: 1,300+
slots to choose between Simple, user-friendly interface Great special offers 2 – Betway – 100% Bonus Up To £2,000 Betway provides one of the most famous international casinos of all, which serves customers all around the world. Alongside a wide selection of other excellent games, it provides an outstanding slots section. You won’t find the widest
range of slots here, with only around 400 on offer. That’s still plenty to keep you going though, and what the section lacks in quantity it more than makes up for in quality. Better yet, the Betway mobile app is one of the very best around for fans of online slots. What we like: Outstanding mobile app Extremely user-friendly interface Brilliant track
record 3 – Unibet – 100% First Deposit Match Like Betway, Unibet is a brand which is respected and enjoyed by punters all across the globe. Alongside a brilliant sportsbook, Unibet also provides one of the best online casinos around, which is particularly good when it comes to online slots. While there are only around 150 slots here, these do include
modern classics like Gonzo’s Quest, Starburst, and Mega Fortune. The interface is faultlessly easy to navigate, the mobile apps for both iOS and Android devices are fantastic, and Unibet’s excellent reputation should give you all the peace of mind you need. What we like: Highly intuitive interface Many of the best slots around are available Solid
ongoing promotions 4 – 888Casino – 100% Bonus Up To $1000 888Casino is another massive international brand with a great track record. While 888 is arguably more famous for its sportsbook, the online casino actually came first, with this site providing online slots for over two decades now. There are a hefty 1,000+ games to choose between here,
making this one of the best selections of slots you can find in Saudi Arabia. Navigating between these via type or developer is simple, or you can use the search function instead. Add in solid customer service and generous promotions, and 888Casino definitely qualifies as a top all-rounder. What we like: Over 1,000 slots to choose between
Exceptionally user-friendly interface Very good ongoing promotions What we don’t: Customer service options could be improved 5 – 1xBet – Up To $1,500 + 150 Free Spins 1xBet is the definition of an international casino, welcoming over 400,000 players from all around the world. Unsurprisingly, it welcomes Saudi Arabian punters too, and even
provides them with an Arabic-language version of the website. Many of the top developers around have contributed to 1xBet’s online slots section, including Evolution, Pragmatic Play, and Yggdrasil. This has resulted in a top-notch selection, with more being added all the time, and there are also several ongoing promotions in place to help your
money go further on slots. What we like: Arabic-language version Solid mobile apps Cryptocurrency payments supported What we don’t: Interface could be streamlined Best Online Slots Site by Category To an extent, all of our 10 recommended online slots sites qualify as all-rounders. As with all online betting sites, however, they do all have their
own particular strengths. If you’re looking for a brand which excels in a certain key area, check out the handy table below to immediately see the best option for you. Why Are Online Slots Popular? Online slots might be the most popular of all game types on online casinos. They certainly get the most attention from the betting brands themselves, in
terms of the sheer number of varieties provided. Now though, let’s look at the reasons why this is the case. Slot machines themselves have been around since the late 19th century. They remained popular right up until the mid-1990s, when the internet boom saw the first online slots appearing. Since then, the number of slots has simply exploded. We
believe online slots are popular for four key reasons. 1) Firstly, they’re quick to play. Unlike a session of poker, for example, you can be completely done with an online slot in a minute or two. 2) Secondly, they can have a very low barrier to entry. While some charge higher stakes, you can find many slots with a buy-in of a mere $0.01, which should be
affordable for every punter 3) Thirdly, they’re easy to understand. The specifics might change from game to game, but the basic aim – spin the reels, and match the symbols – can be understood by anyone. 4) Finally, there’s a massive amount of variety nowadays. Between features like bonus rounds and wild symbols, and plenty of different themes,
there really are slots to suit every person’s preference. Different Types of Online Slots As noted above, within the category of ‘online slots’ there is a huge amount of variety. Let’s look at some of the most common types you’ll likely hear about on Saudi Arabian casino sites. 3 Reel Slots These are the most classic of all slots. They’re the digital
equivalent of the slot machines you’ll have seen in endless movies and TV shows about Las Vegas. There are only three reels to spin here, and you simply need to match three symbols. This keeps things nice and simple, and makes 3 Reel Slots the perfect variation for beginners.
Recommended Site: Betway Video Slots These are only slightly more
advanced than 3 Reel Slots. They have five reels to spin instead of three, which actually boosts your chances of winnings, and they usually feature bigger jackpots than the first version on this list. Make no mistake, though – video slots are still nice and basic, and are also well-suited to beginners. Recommended Site: 1xBet Avalanche Slots Now we’re
getting slightly more advanced. The ‘avalanche’ (or ‘cascading’) mechanic has become increasingly common in the last five years or so, with Gonzo’s Quest being one of the most popular examples. Avalanche slots start in the same way as regular ones, with you needing to match symbols to get a win. Once you have though, those symbols which
actually disappear to be replaced by new ones. This gives you a chance to win again, with different symbols this time, and you can keep on going – increasing the size of your winnings – until you finally fail to triumph. Recommended Site: LVBet Jackpot Slots These work in a ‘progressive’ way to other jackpot games. Every time a slot is played but not
won, a small chunk of its potential payout will be carried over. When the next person plays, they have the chance to cash in this larger jackpot, rather than the regular winning amount. Be aware that there are a few different subcategories here, including standalone jackpots, fixed jackpots, and network jackpots. The basic principle remains the same,
however. Recommended Site: Unibet Megaways Slots ‘Megaways’ was a mechanic invented by Big Time Gaming. Bonanza Megaways was the first slot to actually feature it, but it has since gone on to be used by various other developers on a whole range of titles. Megaways are six reel slots with a key difference – every time you spin, the number of
symbols on each of those reels changes. In turn, this means that your chances of winning are also constantly changing. If you’re looking to shake things up, and try a truly different slots experience, Megaways are a great way to do so. Recommended Site: BetFinal Mega Spins Slots ‘Mega Spin Slots’ are intended for the serious slots lovers out there.
With these, you don’t merely play one online slot – you play several simultaneously. In fact, you can play anywhere from three to nine different titles at once, all on the same screen. Each of these will usually be three reel slots, but add it all together and that’s still a whole lot of slots action to be enjoying at one time. Recommended Site: 22Bet How to
Play Online Slots After reading the previous section, you should have a good idea of the main types of slots you can play within Saudi Arabia. Now though, it’s time to explain some of the most important concepts which apply to most, if not all online slots. Reels These are basically the columns into which slots are divided. Five reels is the most
common number nowadays, but slots can have anywhere from three to nine. When you play a slot, you’re spinning these reels. The point at which they stop spinning is determined by a random number generator (RNG). Symbols The aforementioned reels are filled with symbols. These started off as simple card suits, but nowadays there’s a huge
amount of variety in how these symbols appear. Nowadays, along with regular symbols, you may also encounter a few special types. These include wild symbols (which count as any other symbol), bonus symbols (which usually increase your winnings in some manner), and scatters (which pay out when two or more appear anywhere on your screen).
Paylines These are the ‘lines’ along which your symbols must fall in order for you to win. The simplest example would be a horizontal line on a three reel slot. There are certainly more complicated versions though, including diagonal and even zig-zag lines. Bet Amount This is essentially your ‘stake’, and is highly-adjustable on modern-day online slots.
At the beginning, you can decide how much one virtual ‘coin’ will cost you in real money. In addition though, you can choose the number of paylines which you cover; your cost will increase as you cover more, but so will your chances of winning. Autoplay This is a handy feature for serious online slots users. Rather than hitting the button for every spin
yourself, you can use autoplay to automatically keep spinning a slot a certain number of times, then simply sit back and watch the results. Multipliers Multipliers will increase your winnings, if you manage to hit them. A 2x multiplier will double your winnings, a 3x multiplier will treble them, and so on. New Online Slots Sites in Saudi Arabia When
you’re looking to start playing online slots, it can be tempting to go with one of the older brands which has been serving Saudi Arabian customers for many years. This is perfectly understandable, but there is an alternative. Younger brands often provide bigger bonuses to try and attract fresh customers, and tend to feature more modern interfaces
and incorporate the newest special features too. If you’re interested in going with a newer brand over an older one to play online slots, you can check out three great choices below. Each launched within the past five years. The Top RTP Online Slots Whenever you’re looking at online slots, RTP is one of the most important things you should check. It
gives you a great idea not only of a slot’s fairness, but also your chances of actually making money while playing it. RTP stands for ‘Return to Player’. It’s expressed as a percentage, and – as the name suggests – tells you what your typical return will be if you play on a certain slot for long enough. If the RTP is 95%, for example, and you wager $1,000
on a slot over a lengthy period of time, you should end up getting $950 back on average. The RTP of online slots in Saudi Arabia varies greatly. Here are 10 of the top ones when it comes to this key metric, though. Ugga Bugga – 99% Mega Joker – 99% Ooh Aah Dracula – 99% Jackpot 6000 – 98.9% 1429 Uncharted Seas – 98.9% Cosmic Quest:
Mystery Planets – 98.9% Pumpkin Patch – 98.2% The Catfather – 98.1% Marching Legions – 98.1% Mr Macau – 97% Different Online Slot Providers in Saudi Arabia Online slots don’t simply appear out of thin air, of course. Rather, they are created by software developers who specialize in this field. There are plenty of examples out there, but these are
five of the very best online slot providers to look out for while you’re gambling in Saudi Arabia. NetEnt NetEnt possesses one of the most impressive track records around, having launched back in 1996. This Swedish outfit have created many of the most popular titles around, including Mega Fortune, but Starburst is almost certainly their most
famous game of all. Recommended Site: Unibet Yggdrasil Yggdrasil don’t have the lengthy track record of NetEnt, having only launched in 2013, but they’ve certainly made a splash. This award-winning developer is famed for its innovative features, including ‘Gigablox’ on the Lucky Neko game, and Lucky Dragons is another of its most popular titles.
Recommended Site: Betway BetSoft BetSoft is another industry veteran, having been creating online slots since all the way back in 1999. It has always focused on providing an enjoyable experience for gamers, which is shown in its colourful themes and fun animations. Mega Jackpot is arguably its most famous title of all, and can deliver some
seriously big winnings. Recommended Site: 22Bet Microgaming This is actually the oldest developer on our list, with an impressive history stretching back to 1994. During this span it has released over 800 separate games, including some of the best-loved online slots around, with Mega Moolah being probably the most famous modern-day example.
Recommended Site: 1xBet Play’n Go Like NetEnt, Play’n Go is a Swedish developer with a track record which runs for over two decades. Play’n Go specialise in user-friendly slots which are perfect for beginners, but with enough mechanics to make them suited to slots veterans too. A perfect example is Book of Dead, which is one of the most
successful slots of modern times. Recommended Site: BetFinal The Best Online Slot Bonuses and Free Spins Smart, long-term online slots players in Saudi Arabia will know the true value of using special offers wherever and whenever possible. Many will even open accounts with a whole range of different casinos, just to trigger their sign up deals.
You don’t necessarily need to go that far, but you should definitely be aware of what a great kick-start welcome offers can give you. For online slots specifically, there are two main types of bonuses you can use. Deposit Match This is the most common form of welcome offer for online slots in Saudi Arabia, by an absolute mile. In fact, it’s just about the
only one you’ll find. That’s certainly not a bad thing though, as it also delivers big-time rewards to players. As the name suggests, these deals involve the online casino ‘matching’ your first deposit. The size of that match can range from 50% all the way up to 200%, and the match itself will be delivered as a bonus (a free bet) rather than as cash. In a
typical 100% match deal, for example, if you deposit $100 then you’ll get a $100 bonus. The main drawback here is the infamous ‘rollover requirement’, which must be completed before you can withdraw any winnings. This involves you betting through your deposit and/or bonus amount on eligible slots. If there was a 3x rollover requirement for that
aforementioned $100 bonus, for example, you’d need to stake at least $300. Recommended Deposit Match Deal: 100% Bonus Up To $2,000 – Betway Free Spins This is the other main type of bonus which online slots players can benefit from. Again, the name is pretty self-explanatory here. Free spins are tokens which can be used instead of your
regular cash balance when playing on certain slots. There are two main ways to acquire free spins. The first is via ongoing promotions, with these being a common reward which online casinos dish out for loyal customers. The second is via welcome offers, as many casinos will actually bundle free spins together with their deposit match deals.
Recommended Free Spins Deal: $1000 Bonus + 1000 Free Spins – LVBet Best Casino Apps for Playing Online Slots on Mobile Saudi Arabia reportedly has the third-highest smartphone penetration rate in the entire world, making this the definition of a mobile-friendly country. As such, online casinos operating within Saudi Arabia must be sure not
only to provide a high quality desktop platform, but plenty of mobile features too. We’re pleased to say this is the case with all of our recommended brands. In most cases, there are mobile apps available for both iOS and Android users. These take up relatively little space on your device, but do a great job of replicating the desktop experience.
Performance levels are generally sky-high too, with speedy loading times and minimal crashing. If you don’t want to download an actual app for any reason, you can simply use the mobile version of the main website instead. This gives you access to all of the same online slots, although performance levels might be slightly inferior. If you’re definitely
interested in playing online slots on your mobile device, we’d recommend checking out these three brands first of all: Our Top 5 Tips for Playing Online Slots Playing online slots in Saudi Arabia can certainly be a fun experience, but there’s no guarantee you’ll make a profit from it. There are definitely steps you can take to boost your chances though,
with these being five of the most important examples. Tip 1 – Start Slow It can be very exciting when you first start using online slots, but that doesn’t mean you need to go charging in and committing big stakes immediately. In fact, we’d recommend sticking to minimal stakes for your first few plays, then ramping up your bets as you grow more
comfortable. Tip 2 – Remember the Demo Mode Many online slots will include a ‘demo mode’, which can be played for free. In the spirit of ‘starting slow’, we’d also advise you – for any games you’ve got your eye on – to play the demo version first. Get used to both the layout and the mechanics of the title, then you can approach your real-money
betting with more confidence. Tip 3 – Try Your Options There are hundreds of high quality online slots out there. Don’t get put off if you try out a couple and don’t take to them. Simply keep experimenting with new titles – which will have different themes, aims, and mechanics – and you’ll find one you like sooner rather than later. Tip 4 – Use Special
Offers Special offers really can help your money go further with online slots. Free spins and risk-free bets spare your account balance completely, while other deals will help you to boost your profits. Look to use these deals wherever and whenever possible, while – of course – checking the T&Cs in each case. Tip 5 – Bet Responsibly Remember, at all
times, that playing online slots is supposed to be a fun hobby. The moment it starts to feel more like an obligation than a hobby, you should take a break. If you’re still struggling to control yourself, and especially if you’re spending more than you can afford to on your stakes, then consider using self-exclusion measures or the other helpful tools which
most modern casino sites will provide. Are Online Slots Legal in Saudi Arabia? It will probably come as no surprise at all to learn that online gambling is completely banned within Saudi Arabia. There are no loopholes – the use of all online casinos, including online slot betting sites, is illegal. In reality though, these rules are in place to stop real-world,
underground gambling operations. As in most countries, the authorities in Saudi Arabia have little to no interest in casual, online punters who bet alone. As such, the chances of you being either caught or punished for playing slots online within the kingdom are next-to-nil. You can reduce these even further by using a VPN, and a more anonymous
payment method such as cryptocurrency. Final Thoughts If you’re a fan of online slots, but were put off from playing because of the legal situation in Saudi Arabia, we’ve got some good news for you. You really don’t need to worry. The chances of you getting in trouble for playing slots within the country are almost zero, and there are actually a whole
range of great brands who will happily accept your custom. After reading this article, you know everything you need to in order to begin playing online slots in Saudi Arabia. All that remains for you to do is pick one of our recommended casinos, create an account, and start having fun. #1 Casino Site For Slots in Saudi Arabia 100% Match, Up to $50
Get Offer FAQ You can find 10 of the very best online slots sites at the top of this page. Our number one recommendation is BetFinal, but each of the other brands is also highly impressive. Technically, no. All forms of gambling are banned within the kingdom. In reality though, these rules are not enforced for casual punters playing online slots. All of
our recommended brands have big-time welcome offers, and you can also find plenty of ongoing promotions too. The two most common forms of bonuses are deposit matches, and free spins. Ugga Bugga, Mega Joker, and Ooh Aah Dracula all have a great RTP rating, while modern classics like Starburst and Gonzo’s Quest are also fun. You can rest
assured that all of our 10 recommended sites are legitimate and secure. If you try to find your own site instead, be sure to check that it is licensed and regulated by a respected body.
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